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Today’s agenda

• Introduction
  Bernie Reilly, CRL

• Repurposing Library Collections in Support of Digital Humanities Research
  Robert Scott, Columbia University Libraries

• From Provider to Partner: The Changing Role of Libraries and Data Mining
  Kalev Leetaru, Georgetown University

• Discussion and Q&A
  Ann Okerson, CRL
Presenter

Robert Scott

Head of the Digital Humanities Center at Columbia University Libraries
Kalev Leetaru

Yahoo! Fellow in Residence of International Values, Communications Technology & the Global Internet at the Institute for the Study of Diplomacy, Georgetown University
Discussion and Q&A

Moderator: Ann Okerson
Senior Advisor on Electronic Strategies
Center for Research Libraries
Contact Information

- Bernie Reilly, CRL
  breilly@crl.edu
- Ann Okerson, CRL
  aokerson@crl.edu
- Robert Scott, Columbia University Libraries
  scottr@columbia.edu
- Kalev Leetaru, Georgetown University
  kalev.leetaru5@gmail.com
Upcoming Events

Webinar: Access to Linda Hall Library Collections for CRL Members: March 5
Webinar: Print Archives Preservation Registry: April 12

Annual Meeting of the CRL Council of Voting Members and
Global Resources Collections Forum
Leviathan: Libraries and Government Information in the Age of Big Data
April 24-25

Visit www.crledu/events for more information
For More Information

- Fill out our follow-up survey at [https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CRLWebinarFollowup](https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/CRLWebinarFollowup)

- Check out other CRL presentations on our YouTube channel [www.youtube.com/crldotedu](www.youtube.com/crldotedu)

- Visit CRL website [www.crl.edu](www.crl.edu)

- Sign up for *CRL Connect*: [www.crl.edu/connect](www.crl.edu/connect)

- Find CRL on Facebook and Twitter